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Join us as two leading scholars bring us up-to-date on the range of climate change laws and regulations enacted and evolving in the U.S. and Europe.

Along with new climate disclosure rules from the SEC, Michael Gerrard will review comprehensive disclosure laws that California has recently enacted and similar disclosure requirements emerging in Europe, and discuss how this greater climate transparency should help reduce greenhouse-gas emissions.

Carrie Jenks will cover the Biden Administration’s regulatory actions focused on power plants, the oil and gas sector, and mobile emissions sources, and will address some political and legal issues surrounding this regulatory overhaul. How did the Inflation Reduction Act shift the Administration’s regulatory approach? And how will the EPA frame its power sector regulations in light of SCOTUS’s rejection of the Obama-era Clean Power Plan?

Register at tinyurl.com/ThirdActLawyers-Gerrard-Jenks

Third Act Lawyers is a working group of Third Act, a national advocacy organization mobilizing Americans over sixty to protect and restore both our damaged climate and our fragile democracy. Find out more and join us at thirdact.org/working-groups/lawyers/.